Current research pays few attentions on this threat (i.e. GOT hijacking attack). In this paper, we proposed and implemented a protection mechanism SecGOT to randomize the GOT at load time, and thus prevent attackers from guessing the GOT's position and tampering with the function pointers. SecGOT is evaluated against 101 binaries in the /bin directory for Linux. The results show that it introduced quite low load-time overhead and provides an effective protection against GOT hijacking attacks.
INTRODUCTION
Library sharing is a common development skill to provide services to independent programs. This skill encourages code and data sharing in a modular fashion, and thus is widely used in modern software developing.
Libraries can be statically linked to or dynamically linked to a main module to generate the final executable binary file. Statically linked libraries will be included in the final executable file after compiling and linking. This will increase the executable file's size and restrain code and data sharing, however.
Dynamic linked libraries are loaded from individual file into memory at load time or run time. And thus their memory addresses are not fixed in order to avoid memory conflicts with other libraries. Code or data in the library which reference absolute memory addresses should be relocated after loading. In addition, the security mechanism ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization [1] ), which are widely adopted by modern operating systems to mitigate attacks like buffer overflows [2] , will randomize each module's address at load time. And thus, not only the libraries, but also the main module will be loaded into random addresses at runtime.
Further, if the code in the main module or libraries references an absolute address, it has to be relocated at load time. And thus, the library code cannot be shared between different processes, because the referenced absolute addresses are different in these two processes (i.e. the library code for these two processes are different). This problem also restrains the code sharing feature of libraries. A solution called PIC (Position Independent Code [3] ) is proposed for the ELF (Executable and Linkable Format [4] ) executable binaries which are common in Linux.
In libraries or main modules supporting PIC, the code section does not reference any absolute addresses in order to support code sharing between processes. However, absolute addresses are unavoidable in programs. As a result, a GOT table (Global Offset Table [4] ) is introduced in the library. This table resides in the data section and is not shared between processes. All absolute addresses referenced by the code section are stored in this GOT table. The code section utilizes relative offsets to access these absolute addresses. And thus, the library code can be shared among processes, even if they are loaded into different memory address spaces.
The GOT table may also contain function addresses (i.e. function pointers), such as functions imported from external modules. These function pointers will be called at some time during the program execution. If lazy binding [4] is applied by the linker, this GOT table will be writable during the execution. As a result, if the function pointers in GOT tables are overwritten by attackers, the program's control flow will be hijacked and thus arbitrary code execution is triggered. This kind of attack, i.e. GOT hijacking attack, is first introduced by c0ntex [5] .
Researchers pay few attentions on this specific threat. More vulnerable and attractive targets such as return addresses on the stack are the main battlefield between attackers and defenders. Modern operating systems widely deploys security enhancements like ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization [1] ), DEP (Data Execution Prevention [6] ) and SafeSEH (Structured Exception Handling [7] ) and greatly raises the bar for attackers to exploit these vulnerabilities. However, function pointers are seldom protected and will become the next attack targets.
PointGuard [8] protects function pointers by encrypting and decrypting. It introduces a big runtime overhead and causes compatibility issues. RELRO [9] , defines the LD_BIND_NOW environment variable to prohibit lazy binding and then sets the GOT to read-only after loading. However, it introduces a big overhead at load time because a lot of unused symbols are resolved at load time.
In this paper, we proposed a protection mechanism SecGOT based on randomization to mitigate GOT hijacking attacks. More specifically, the GOT's relative offset to other sections are randomized at load time, and the entries' order inside the GOT are also randomized. In this way, attackers can hardly guess the target GOT entry's address, and thus cannot overwrite the function pointers stored in the GOT table.
The implementation of SecGOT consists of a plugin of the disassembler IDA Pro [10] and a custom dynamic linker (or the loader in Linux). The plugin recognizes the GOT table and all function pointer entries in this table, and all references to these pointers. Then this plugin stores this information into a custom section in the binary executable file. Our custom dynamic linker reads this section and randomizes the GOT table and its entries at load time, and then updates all references to these entries.
The evaluation of SecGOT against 101 binary executable files shows that SecGOT is efficient and effective. The extra introduced load time is less than 2 milliseconds. Besides, all function pointer entries in GOT are randomized and thus are protected from GOT hijacking attacks.
II. RELATED WORK
GOT hijacking attacks were first introduced by c0ntex [5] . After tampering with the function pointers in GOT, attackers can hijack the control flow and execute arbitrary malicious code.
Previous research focused on protecting function pointers' integrity can mitigate this threat to a certain extent. Methods which aim to defeat stack overflow attacks, such as [11] [12] [13] [14] , can enforce the integrity of function pointers on the stack. However, function pointers in GOTs are not on the stack, and thus are out of the scope of their protections.
PointGuard [8] is a compiler technique to enforce the integrity of all function pointers by encrypting pointers when stored in memory, and decrypting them only when loaded into CPU registers. It can also protect the function pointers in GOT from tampering. However, it introduces a large overhead, and causes compatibility issues. Even worse, there still are weaknesses [15] in PointGuard. And thus, PointGuard is not deployed in practice.
Other lightweight and efficient protection mechanisms, such as DEP (Data Execution Prevention [6] ) and ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization [1] ), are widely adopted in modern operating systems. These protections greatly raise the bar for attackers to hijacking programs' control flow. However, attackers can bypass DEP through overwriting function pointers in GOT with a valid code address, similar as advanced attacks return-to-libc [16] and ROP (Return Oriented Programming [17] ). For ASLR, it makes it difficult for attackers to guess target memory's address. However, the current ASLR implementations are limited to randomizations of relatively low granularity, e.g. the relative offset between variables in a module is fixed. And thus, ASLR is not sufficient to protect GOT.
Another straightforward protection against GOT hijacking attacks is to limit the GOT to be read-only. This is done through a load-time adjustment. If the environment variable LD_BIND_NOW [9] is defined, the loader (i.e. dynamic linker) will resolve all imported symbols and fill the GOT after loading, and then set the GOT to read-only.
However, this will introduce a large overhead when loading because all symbols (even though most of them are not used at all) are resolved at load-time.
III. BACKGROUND AND THREAT MODEL

A. Function Pointers in GOT Table
The GOT table in ELF file stores imported global variables or functions' addresses. For function pointers in the GOT table, they are referenced by the code through a PLT (Procedure Linkage Table [4] ).
As shown in Fig.1 , if an external function (e.g. printf) is called in the code (e.g. step 1 in this figure) , the control flow jumps to the PLT's n-th entry (e.g. step 2 in the figure). It is worth noting that, the step 2 is done through a relative offset rather than an absolute address of the PLT. The PLT consists of several chunks of code. As shown in this figure, the chunk related to printf then jumps to the address stored in the GOT (e.g. the step 3).
Considering the performance, a lazy binding is commonly used when the dynamic linker loads modules. More specifically, the function pointer stored in the GOT table firstly points back to the PLT code chunk (e.g. the step 4 in the figure). So, if printf is called for the first time, a resolver of the dynamic linker is called (e.g. the step 5) to retrieve the actual address of the target function. After the resolving, the address of printf is written to GOT table (e.g. the step 6) and then printf is called. If printf is called again in the code, the resolver won't be called again because the address of printf is already stored in the GOT. Using this lazy binding, function pointers which are not used at runtime are not resolved. So, it saves a lot of running time.
B. Threat Model
The reference [5] shows a typical GOT hijacking attack. In brief, due to the lazy binding, the GOT table is writable at runtime. And thus, if attackers know where GOT is, they can overwrite GOT entries with the shellcode's address, and Figure 1 . Usage of PLT and GOT thus hijack the program's control flow. In this paper, we assume attackers have the following abilities or limitations:
• Attackers can access the executable file on the disk. And thus they know the relative offset between sections, functions and so on.
• Attackers may get the address of where the module is actually loaded into memory. And thus, they know all functions' addresses in the module.
• Attackers are not able to read arbitrary memory. For example, they cannot read out the GOT's address through reading the PLT memory. Under these assumptions, we proposed our protection scheme SecGOT which randomizes the GOT at load time to protect GOT from tampering.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
SecGOT consists of two components, one plugin of the disassembler IDA Pro to recognize function pointer entries in the GOT table and all references to them, and one custom dynamic linker which randomizes the executable module or library at load time. Fig. 2 is the architecture of SecGOT.
A. Recognize GOT and Save Infromation
SecGOT first recognizes all GOT entries and their references. An IDA Pro plugin is developed to finish this work. The workflow of this plugin consists of three steps:
• Recognize the GOT In addition, this plugin also rewrites the section named ".interp" in the ELF file. This section defines the absolute path of the dynamic linker which will be invoked when loading the ELF file. We change this path to our custom dynamic linker's path when rewriting the ELF binary.
B. Randomize GOT at Load Time
After the ELF is rewritten by the IDA Pro plugin and launched to execute, a custom dynamic linker is invoked to interpret the new section ".secgot" and to randomize the GOT table. It also consists of three steps:
• Parse the ELF file and read out the ".secgot" section. Contents in this section are read out, including the GOT 
V. EVALUATION
We evaluate SecGOT against the 101 ELF binary executable files in the /bin directory of the Ubuntu 10.04. All these 101 binaries are rewritten by the IDA Pro plugin first, and then linked with our custom dynamic linker, and finally executed as they are expected.
During this evaluation, we also measure the file size increment, load-time overhead and correctness. These evaluations show that SecGOT is efficient and effective.
• The file size increment after rewriting by the IDA Pro plugin. The result shows that the file size increment is quite small, i.e. all these increments except one are smaller than 2KB.
• The load-time overhead introduced by the custom dynamic linker. Our custom dynamic linker randomizes the GOT before the control transfers to the code section. As a result, an overhead is introduced. The evaluation shows that, the randomization of SecGOT only introduces negligible overhead, less than 2 milliseconds.
• The correctness of the rewritten ELF file. The GOT table is randomized by SecGOT. And thus, if any reference to a GOT entry is missed to be updated, the program will fail to behave correctly. For all these 101 binaries hardened by SecGOT, they are executed for several times. The results show that they behave correctly. It means that SecGOT is compatible with the existing system. As we can see, the file size increment and the load-time overhead are positively related to the size of the GOT table. We also evaluate the size of the GOT table for each binary. In addition, the GOT entries are all randomized. And thus, it can protect ELF executables from GOT hijacking attacks.
VI. CONCLUSION GOT hijacking attack is an underestimated threat. In this paper, we proposed a scheme SecGOT based on randomization to protect function pointers in GOT tables. Results show that it is an efficient and effective solution. 
